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There are some things about the Western Institute of Technology at Taranaki on 

which nearly everyone is agreed – it’s vitally important to Taranaki; it needs to be 

locally governed; it has a troubled past; it hasn’t been meeting some government 

standards; and it needs some new thinking to take it into the next decade. 

There are already more good things than bad in the equation. Many believe the 

polytech does a good job in a number of disciplines. It’s starting to turn things 

around. It has improved relations with the province’s secondary schools at one end 

of the continuum and employers at the other.  

Whatever the accuracy of any of the above, one thing is certain: Witt is part of an 

education landscape that needs to change.  

For instance, the country has finally woken up to the fact that nurturing youngsters 

with a practical or digital bent is just as important as the traditional focus on 

academia.  

There is now a drive to better serve the majority of Taranaki’s high school leavers 

- not just the 30 percent who go to university – and to encourage more to stay here 

for their training. 

This story is about how Witt is facing up to some formidable challenges. 
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arbara George had been Witt’s CEO for less than a year in 2014 when she found a 

very big problem - there was something radically off-beam with one of the New 

Plymouth polytech’s key programmes.  

“I called a friend of mine who worked at (accountancy firm) Staples Rodway and said ‘I 

think I need some help. I need to have an auditor come and have a look at what I’m seeing,” 

she recalls. Later that day, Robin Brockie walked into her office.  

The rest, as they say, is history. Brockie, a senior Staples Rodway partner, now retired, 

would confirm George’s suspicions. Now, he works with her as the new government-

appointed chair of Witt council, replacing Mary Bourke, whose eight-year term reached its 

statutory limit last year. 

George and Brockie were interviewed together for this article. That they’ve got one another’s 

backs is obvious. “We have a long history,” says George. “There’d be no point in me taking 

a stand, hiding anything, because Robin has seen everything. He has seen me and my team at 

our very worst, on our worst day, and he’s also seen us on our best day, and everything in 

between.” 

It’s plainly been a tough time since she took up the position in October 2013, returning home 

to Taranaki after 30 years away, her last job that of chief executive at Adelaide Symphony 

Orchestra. So, how is the 52-year-old former Sacred Heart Girls' College student, of Ngāti 

Rahiri Hapū of Te Ātiawa descent, hacking it? 

“I’m a good Taranaki girl – I’m tough. Don’t print that,” she laughs. Brockie: “The answer is 

there – Barbara is there, in what are challenging times. Barbara is the leader of this institute. 

Witt’s council employs her. Barbara has been very clear that she has no thought of leaving 

this institute, and wishes to continue.” 

George believes the newly appointed council matches well what Witt does. Brockie says 40 

people expressed interest in filling two recent council vacancies. They couldn’t have 

everyone around the table, but expanded the reach by appointing Daniel Fleming an adviser. 

He may be joined by more if the need arises. 

Brockie says the structure is appropriate to deal with succession. “We’ve got sufficiently 

broad-spectrum representation and depth in terms of vocational experience by professionals 

B 
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Witt governing council 

APPOINTED BY GOVT 

Chair: Robin Brockie – retired partner, Staples 

Rodway.  

Deputy chair: Lyal French-Wright – CEO, 

Govett Quilliam law firm. 

Elanga Ekanayake - former chief financial 

officer, Powerco Ltd. 

Stuart Trundle - chief executive, Venture 

Taranaki Trust.  

APPOINTED BY WITT COUNCIL 

Michael Braggins - director, Clelands Construction.  

Charlotte Littlewood - Taranaki Regional Councillor. 

Cassandra Crowley - chartered accountant, barrister 

and solicitor; Kaitumuaki at Te Korowai o Ngaruahine. 

Ross Dingle – CEO, TenderLink. 

ADVISER  

Daniel Fleming - GM, King & Queen Hotel Suites. 

 

who are passionate about making this institute work.” 

None has tertiary teaching experience, but George says “if we look at governance and 

operations, I’m the one who needs the tertiary people. TEC, NZQA and the Ministry of 

Education are never terribly far away from us. There are good induction programmes that 

TEC in particular run that our councillors go to, and they have opportunities to meet and 

work with councillors from other tertiary education institutes.  

“There’s also something valid about having councillors being able to say: ‘Please explain 

that intervention logic’, and having my team put through their paces explaining what we do: 

does it pass muster from a business point of view, from a legal point of view, from a policy 

point of view? It’s that sort of rich tapestry that we can have by checking different sorts of 

people.”  

Diploma in Creative Technologies student Tyler Allan 
at work in one of the Witt art studios. 
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n important report came and went in March this year. It was only briefly noted by the 

news media but closely read by our tertiary education industry, even though it runs to 

500-plus pages and is couched in the high-level language of the bureaucracy.  
High-level or not, many sentences in the Productivity Commission’s probe into the tertiary 

sector were incisive, even radical…and probably unwelcome in some quarters. It said the 

tertiary education system “is characterised by a high degree of central control: over time, 

government has responded to fiscal pressure, political risks and quality concerns with 

increasingly prescriptive funding rules and regulatory requirements.”  

The system doesn’t encourage new models to emerge to meet evolving needs and 

opportunities, the report said. Access is rationed in a way that excludes some people entirely, 

while others may not find courses that suit their study preferences. Stability has come before 

innovation and the interests of students. 

The report is worth mentioning here because if the government pays heed, there is likely to 

be change, although whether that helps Witt is debateable, given a main thrust of what the 

commission is saying seems to be the need to open up the tertiary “market” to newcomers.  

Witt has already suffered from recent government moves to crack down on tertiary-linked 

chinks in our immigration controls (more on that later), so anything government might do to 

encourage innovation and competition will need to be carefully considered by Witt’s 

governors. 

The recently reconstituted Witt Council is already under way with a new strategic approach 

to make the institute’s smallness a function of nimbleness and smart thinking, and we 

examine that in the final section of this article. First, we need some background, and an idea 

of what those with a close interest in Witt’s performance are thinking.  

Western Institute of Technology at Taranaki - as the polytech was rebranded in 2001 (the “at 

A 
Kitchen flair: Professional Cookery students Jijo Baby (left) and Timothy Parr flare it up for the camera. 
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Taranaki” had to be added because the acronym would have been “Wit”) - began life at the 

hands of the founder of many of Taranaki’s first schools, Henry Faull, great-grandfather of 

businessman and Tikorangi dairy farmer Gavin Faull.  

Henry laid the foundation stone for New Plymouth's first technical school in 1906, in St 

Michael’s Square (now the site of Central School). The current Bell St campus opened in 

1976. 

It serves no useful purpose to rake over Witt’s patchy history this century, except to note that 

years of decline were temporarily checked at the end of the first decade, if the government’s 

official inspection report from 2012 is anything to go by. Compiled by the New Zealand 

Qualifications Authority (NZQA) and called an “external evaluation and review report”, it 

was glowing, with lots of “excellents” and “very goods”.  

In contrast, the latest one (published in February 2017) was the opposite, with Witt scoring 

“adequates” and “not confidents” in several criteria, and given a low overall ranking.  

There’s a suspicion – but not one that anybody will utter publicly - the 2017 report reflected 

government alarm after a failed programme that forced Witt to nullify some qualifications it 

had granted and repay $3.6 million in government funding. 

An NZQA re-inspection is booked for May next year, with the polytech required to report 

regularly on progress towards implementing its newly prepared strategic plan.  

So far, NZQA is happy, and Witt retains for now its status as the province’s largest and most 

important tertiary provider, an organisation operated as an independent, self-managed 

Taranaki entity.  

So, here’s the first big question: will the government – required since 2000 to shell out 

something approaching $20 million in extra funding to keep Witt going – finally lose 

patience and merge it with a bigger sister institute, as happened with Wanganui Regional 

Community Polytechnic in 2002 (it was taken over by Palmerston North’s UCOL)? 

 

Bex Munn (nearest camera) and Sarah Lowe are studying for their NZ Certificate in Business. 
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hat would cause world war to erupt, according 

to the government’s local man. “Witt will 

always survive,” says New Plymouth MP 

Jonathan Young. 

“I keep beating the drum on this when I’m in 

Wellington. There would be World War III break out 

in Taranaki if they ever thought of diminishing Witt.  

“I don’t think they will. Witt provides a really 

important service to the Taranaki region, because 

geographically we’re quite remote.  

“Witt have been forced more than any other 

institution - also because of their size - to think 

through what they’re going to do and where they’re 

going to go.  

“There’s a willingness and preparedness to do that, 

and I think that Witt being a smaller polytech makes 

it a lot more nimble and able to do it.” 

If a merger is ever commanded, the trigger finger will 

belong to the Minister for Tertiary Education, 

currently Paul Goldsmith. He doesn’t currently have 

any plans to change the way WITT operates. “A new chair and deputy chair were appointed 

late last year, and I have high expectations of them leading the institution back to higher 

performance.”  

But the institute is still on notice: “Both TEC and NZQA will continue to work with WITT 

and closely monitor their performance.” 

After a conversation at New Plymouth airport with a couple of local businessmen about five 

years ago, Young has devoted much time to allaying their concerns about the loss of young 

people from the province. He played an early role in setting up Taranaki Futures, an 

organisation to help school-leavers get into trades training.  

That was followed by a programme called Accelerator, which focuses on giving senior 

school students experience in non-trades occupations.  

With Witt CEO Barbara George on the board of Taranaki Futures, the polytech is part of the 

organisation’s trades initiatives, like Build a Bach, now into its fifth project, as well as Maori 

and Pasifika trades training. For Build a Bach, Witt delivers the teaching and learning and 

Taranaki Futures manage the project.  

“These kids go in there and build these baches and houses, and they achieve NCEA Level 2 

doing it. They come out with the bit of paper, but also what they’ve got is confidence. 

They’ve succeeded, they’ve got self-belief, they feel proud.”  He estimates the programme 

has resulted in jobs for about 60 young Taranaki people, with 80 to 90 percent of them going 

into apprenticeships.  

Speaking of which (apprenticeships), more than 500 employers in the province between them 

have about 1200 apprentices, the key areas being construction (more than 300 apprentices), 

engineering/manufacturing/food/forestry/transport (about 250), other trades (200), primary 

industries (180) and motor trades (130). 

Young says Accelerator is designed to give school students a head-start when it comes to 

choosing tertiary education leading to careers. “We’re talking about professions – 

accountants, journalists, lawyers, scientists, medical health care, a whole bunch of things that 

are non-trade. 

“Taranaki Futures has a good trades focus, but there’s this bunch of 30 percent who go to 

T 

Jonathan Young and Prime Minister Bill English 
look over Taranaki Cathedral recently. 
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university and we know from the stats that after five years half of them don’t have a degree - 

but they all have student loans. We wanted to give them an opportunity to get into a business 

and look at it prior to their selection of a tertiary programme.” 

The initiative, started by Young and now led by Taranaki Futures, runs for three hours each 

Monday over nine weeks in term two. Last year, 50 Taranaki businesses each hosted a year 

13 school student from 4pm to 5pm. This year the number of students has grown to 95. 

Jonathan Young says he is now pushing what he calls the “big one” – an “innovations hub” 

he hopes will be based near Puke Ariki Library and Museum. He sees Witt being part of that 

plan.  

The chair of Taranaki Futures is businessman Graham Wells (right), executive 

director Wells Instrument and Electrical, which has a staff of hundreds. He 

says Taranaki without a substantial tertiary education provider would seriously 

affect opportunities for young people to progress with career opportunities.  

“Some people continually find fault with Witt without recognising that the 

community has got to get behind it and support it. Witt has in fact been more 

focused on real training than a lot of the other polytechs.”  

He says Taranaki Futures is trying to open young people’s eyes up to the fact 

they can be successful by setting their line of sights on a career pathway. “That 

doesn’t necessarily mean to say you have to pack your bags off to university. 

For some people, university might not be the ideal direction – and that doesn’t 

mean they can’t be successful.” 

He hopes Taranaki Futures has contributed towards joining the education 

sector with employers in a way that has never happened before. “We’re 

heading in a different direction, and the days have gone of young people being 

sent off to career advisers when they still didn’t know what to do with them.” 

There are similar messages from others in the Taranaki business world (or at least those who 

Carpentry students work on the fifth Build a Bach project at Witt, an initiative that has helped 
dozens of Taranaki youngsters into the building trade.  
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would talk to Live about Witt - some wouldn’t).  

Clelands Construction commercial manager Mike Braggins – a recent Witt council 

appointment – says the institute must not only engage with industry but also challenge 

industry. 

“There is a tendency for industry to focus on current operational requirements,” he says. 

“The reality is that with today’s pace of change, by the time curriculum is developed on the 

basis of current operational requirements, and then implemented and learned, these students 

are likely to enter the workforce with skills that are only partly relevant.” 

In the last five to ten years, the construction industry has seen the role of a foreman change 

from a person with building skills and leadership qualities to someone needing those, but also 

programming and scheduling abilities, legislative understanding, and specific information, 

technology and communication skills.  

“In another five to ten years, many of these functions are likely to be streamlined by 

technological developments that will require further skills and understanding. In addition to 

developing skills to meet future needs, it would be valuable for students to be given the tools 

to be able to recognise, understand and adapt to, to ensure they remain relevant as the needs 

of industry change.” 

Daniel Fleming, general manager of King & Queen Hotel Suites (recently appointed a Witt 

Council adviser) says he wants to see the institute become a technology-driven, forward-

thinking leader in practical learning, the first choice for Taranaki locals not pursuing 

university, and the first point-of-call for trade-based employers in New Zealand. 

The institute needs to look ahead to predict changes, and be proactive and innovative. He 

envisages a nationwide leader in more practically based disciplines – hospitality, nursing, 

trades.  

TimberCo proprietor Dave Leuthart says Witt and the province’s secondary schools have 

Mechanical engineering tutor Michael Loake supervises student Prathik Rajasingh in one of the Witt 
engineering workshops. 
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needed to connect and enable young people to make the best subject choices and help guide 

them towards careers.  

“Build a Bach has been awesome for that. It’s a terrific start for young boys who may not be 

sure about what they want to do. It gives them an idea what’s involved in construction while 

they’re still at school. It helps them make a decision, and it’s a great lead into an 

apprenticeship. 

“We definitely need Witt to help keep young people here, and we need it to be locally 

governed. But the polytech needs to regenerate itself and appeal to the biggest target group, 

the school leavers. It needs to be on side with employers, because I can assure you that 

companies like ours and those in construction and building will do what we can to help it 

happen.” 

Peter Tennent - who has Witt students working part-time in his Devon Lodge - says 

whenever there is talk about how sustainable the polytech is, it undermines those who are 

enrolled.  

“You’ve got to have agreement that it’s stable, that it’s long term, that courses are in place, 

and that you have top tutors here. You’ve got to move on from ‘how can we sustain it for 

another six months, another year’, to ‘how do we ensure that it’s world-class education for 

our students?’" 

Pace Engineering’s Steve Day says Witt must focus on core business, and develop and 

maintain positive relationships with end users, many of whom are Taranaki businesses.  

“It’s up to Witt and its leadership to build that respect within the broader community and 

industry. It’s very easy to pat each other on the back celebrating excellence by high 

performers - the real challenge lies with helping those less advantaged for all sorts of reasons 

to build a rewarding career and contribute to society.” 

Heather Lucas (right), general manager of Mediaworks, Taranaki, says 

for Witt, like Waikato University, small size is a key issue: “But unlike 

Waikato, WITT’s size is proving more difficult to overcome. 

“All tertiary institutions are finding it difficult to stay relevant to the 

communities they serve. This is made even harder for a small 

organisation with a legacy of financial inconsistency, negative press and 

poor performance in academic outcomes for some of its courses.  

“While WITT has worked to keep itself aligned to the needs of its 

stakeholders - in the last few years it has introduced courses designed to 

keep its offering fresh - in order to grow, WITT needs to attract and 

keep our best and brightest (and not just students from Taranaki). 

“It can do so by offering courses that have little or no competition 

elsewhere, or by offering ‘centres of excellence’ in specific courses 

attracting recognised, respected educators to deliver these or 

alternatively by positioning itself as a provider of a unique student 

experience.  

“But maybe we should get over our parochialism and overcome the fundamental problem of 

size by considering a radical overhaul in the school’s structure - a partnership with other 

(possibly international) institutions? Or even a corporate alignment designed to inject cash 

and credibility? 

“Since February 2017, WITT has been the lowest-rated public tertiary education provider in 

the county. As other institutions have changed their fortunes - with some innovative, open-

minded thinking - so can we.” 
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aranaki’s high school careers staff are to a person impressed by efforts now being 

made by Witt to help school-leavers who aren’t among those set on leaving town for 

varsity. They’re also enthusiastic about Taranaki Futures’ offerings. 

Live spoke to careers people in nearly every Taranaki secondary school, and they all praised 

Witt for progress it’s made in the last 12 to 18 months with work-related programmes like 

Star, Gateway, 3 + 2 and its trades academy.  

Their affirmation is important: every school has at least one careers adviser and some have 

several. Even schools traditionally known for pushing academically inclined students 

towards degrees - and more or less leaving the rest to find their own way onto a career path -  

are now putting a lot of effort into guiding youngsters towards trades and other jobs, some of 

whose qualification demands can be met by Taranaki-based tertiary education. 

New Plymouth Girls High School, for 

example, has a prominently sign-

posted careers centre with five staff.  

John Lander, who ran the centre until 

his recent retirement, has a positive 

take on Witt.  

“I appreciate they’ve had their ups and 

downs, but to some extent we’ve sat 

outside that.  

“Witt listens to us. They want to know 

the kinds of things that are going to be 

useful to our students, and then they 

try to put them in place.  

His criticisms are minor. “One year 

they ran Star courses that weren’t so 

appropriate for our students, but we 

discuss that kind of thing with them 

and they adjust.” 

Of the school’s 200-or-so year 13s, 

just under 50 percent head for 

university, but he says the principal during most of his time at the school had a strong vision 

for both academia and trades destinations, with the latter greatly developed under her 

direction. 

What would he like to see happening at Witt? “More staircasing if that’s possible, and they 

are working on that. So, clear staircasing of students in programmes at secondary schools, 

then being able to move into courses at Witt.”  

He thinks schools are becoming more vocationally focused. “We don’t want to lose sight of 

education for education’s sake, but part of education has got to have vocational value. If 

those courses staircase eventually into university training for those who are able, then that’s 

hugely attractive.”  

Lauren O’Reilly, head of the Francis Douglas Memorial College careers department, says a 

polytechnic is really important for a place like New Plymouth, and Witt is now doing more 

to help students transition while still at school.  

She says Witt is one of seven polytechs to get funding for a new programme to encourage 

people into engineering, especially women and Maori and Pasifika students. “They do a 

Level 4 paper at Witt and map it back to a couple of achievement standards and a unit 

standard. If they then go to Witt to do engineering, they have one less paper to do, as well 

T 

John Lander at the New Plymouth Girls High School careers office he 

managed until recent retirement. 
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having had a chance to see if that’s the career they want.” The polytech also has new funding 

through an initiative called “Dual Pathways”.  

Such developments seem overdue, if FDMC’s experience is anything to go by. O’Reilly says 

not a lot of students leaving FDMC have seen Witt as their first destination for tertiary 

education.  

Looking through her records, she notes the electrical course has been an exception, with 

several enrolling there in the last couple of years. Another enrolled in Witt’s social work 

degree, but the programme was withdrawn a day before he was due to begin. 

To fill what has been seen as a gap, her school has offered a transition programme for year 

13 students wanting to remain at school but gain experience in the job market. “We’re quite 

proud of that. It’s tended to be for the trades boys, but not always.”  

Like NPGHS and Sacred Heart College, about half FDMC school leavers head for 

university, while those wanting a trade are likely to seek an apprenticeship through an 

industry training organisation.  

“Witt’s really trying to be responsive to us, and we’ve been involving our students in the 

transition programmes. But for those students leaving our school for fulltime tertiary study 

many do not see WITT as their first choice.” 

 

aranaki Futures re-merges in the story at this stage, because it has a 

pivotal place in the relationship between school-leavers, 

employment and tertiary education.  

As well as managing Build a Bach, it oversees a training contract 

for Maori and PI students that is funded by the Tertiary Education 

Commission: Witt does the teaching and Taranaki Futures has an 

employee based at the polytechnic to manage student pastoral care.  

CEO Warwick Foy (right) says while schools do many things well, they 

have never really focused on preparing students for employment. “They 

have primarily prepared them for a university pathway - which is taken by 

less than a third nationally, and half of them never finish it.  

“A lot of work has been done, and schools have changed. What we do is 

advocate for that change, and we try through projects like Build a Bach to 

connect schools to employers.” 

Is Witt making the kinds of changes needed to meet that same need?   

“Yes, they are,” says Foy. The polytech has recently taken on an 

“education-to-employment” manager, whose job is to make sure students 

are work-ready. “You’ll see they’re doing a lot of marketing around the 

message of ‘come to Witt – be work-ready’. It’s right up on the billboards 

for them.”  

Does Witt need to continue to be a stand-alone institution, as opposed to merging with a 

bigger one?  

Foy: “I think it’s absolutely essential that it remains an independent unit. And it’s not just my 

view. I know some of our industry leaders - despite some frustration with the issues that have 

arisen there - do back Witt, and they do agree that it’s a vital institution.”  

He also says it’s time for the community to stop kicking the polytech: “We can’t not have 

Witt. That’s not an option.” 

T 
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On how things are changing, he compares now with his time as careers adviser at a North 

Taranaki high school when he had no idea what happened at Witt. “It wasn’t an option for 

my students, and I didn’t even know what they did there.  

“After Richard Handley came on board as the Witt CEO (2008), they started to engage with 

us. I remember we had a breakfast up there, and I recall meeting the trades guy, the 

hospitality guy, and others. We met those people, and we began to understand that it could be 

a pathway for our students. That was a big turning point for Witt.” 

 

he working title for this article 

was “Re-inventing Witt”, but 

when we asked those now 

running the place if that’s accurate, 

the answer was no.  

“‘Reinventing’ suggests it wasn’t 

invented in the first place,” says 

Robin Brockie.  

“Well, actually it was invented, and 

the foundations are there, and we’re 

just working on it to ensure the 

success of our learners, which should 

serve the needs of the employers.  

“What’s evident is that Witt needs to 

adapt to change. If the market we’re 

serving in terms of student learning is 

changing, then every tertiary institute 

in the country is obliged to think 

about that, and Witt is in no different 

space. 

“We have a responsibility to follow 

the Tertiary Education Commission’s 

strategy, which may move a tad or 

two after consideration of the 

Productivity Commission’s work.  

“We’ve also got to find some other non-TEC funding opportunities. Some of those have been 

done, anyway – particularly in the international space.” 

Barbara George says Witt these days is quite different to the polytech’s many previous 

iterations over the last 44 years. “Now, our purpose is about ensuring we have excellent 

tertiary education outcomes. The salient word is ‘outcomes’.  

“Not that many years ago, the government paid us to enrol and teach students – now they 

actually pay us to enrol students and expect outcomes for those students in terms of 

qualification completion. The data around completion rates is monitored and measured quite 

a lot more stringently, even from when I came in four years ago.” 

So, what are they doing that’s different? George points to a new strategic plan completed in 

June. “That says it all. We talk about what our institute is, what’s important for us, what’s 

important for our customers, and how we’ll respond to them.” 

The plan, the fourth in the institute’s history, has four main strategic goals - producing work-

ready graduates, top teaching from staff with relevant vocational experience, engagement and 

development of staff, and sustainability. 

T 

Witt Council chair Robin Brockie. 
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These more or less align with criticisms levelled 

at Witt in NZQA’s 2017 review report, some of 

them scathing.  

While acknowledging Witt was in a phase of 

renewal and strategies were in early stages of 

development, revision or implementation, NZQA 

said there was “a lack of alignment of different 

strategies across the organisation”.  

It said WITT identified the need for 

communication and staff engagement in 

developing and implementing strategy, but staff 

still reported lack of consultation.  

“There has been a lack of academic and 

pedagogical leadership. WITT has only recently 

engaged an academic director. It has not had anyone in this position or equivalent for several 

years.” 

George and Brockie maintain that when the NZQA report became public in 2017, it was 

“retrospective”, and already somewhat out of date because it was based on Witt data prior to 

2016. NZQA wanted to see joined-up strategy and a strategy map, and she says in fact the 

work was already happening before the authority came in.  

Many if not all of the failings were being worked on, and a senior manager had been 

fulfilling the key academic director role. Rod Bentham – a Taranaki man and former Witt 

employee who spent nearly a decade in Wellington as an NZQA manager – was appointed 

academic director early this year.  

George says staff development was well under way long before the NZQA report. “It had 

been going on for almost 18 months, and I don’t know why they (NZQA) had that view. 

We’ve spent the last two years training our next tier of managers, and this year we have a 

formal training plan for fourth tier managers (course programme leaders), something that has 

always been in our plan.  

“We (the senior management team of five, including herself) have been meeting third tier 

managers every Monday to discuss all the business of the institute, and they’re very much a 

part of the decision-making, the communications, and the discussions.” 

She says programme leaders are attending sessions to acquaint them with Witt’s systems, 

leadership, performance management, and about employment law, managing people, dealing 

with difficult employees, pedagogies, Maori learners, and about what’s happening in the 

tertiary sector.  

The stakeholders Witt discusses in its strategies are employers, students and the community, 

she says. “We’re saying what we want is work-ready graduates aligned to skill demand and 

employment. Our new strategy recognises that without excellent teaching staff, we’re sunk. 

We’re now saying to staff: ‘You are the most important people here, that excellent teaching 

and learning will lead to much better outcomes for our students, and we need to invest in 

you’.” 

She says they have no problem with attracting teachers, but “we have problems with 

attracting the right teachers. It used to be that we could have someone who came through 

from a certificate to a degree here and then join our teaching staff.  

“But the vocational sector is not about that. It’s about that industry’s experience. We can’t 

take a crash-hot industry person and put them straight in front of students, and we can’t take 

a teacher and expect them to have what the students will need.  
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“So, how do we actually get the best of both worlds? We’re turning our attention to how we 

can take really good industry people and grow them to be great teachers. Or a blend. We can 

do that by taking an industry person, bringing them in-house and putting quite a bit of 

development and mentoring time into them over a two-year time frame. It’s also about 

current staff keeping their knowledge current as well, for the benefit of students.” 

Getting graduates employment-ready is one of the most important aims, “so that they know 

how to talk to an employer, turn up for work on time, communicate, work in a team, solve 

problems.” 

Brockie and George agree with those who say Witt needs to be nimble. George: “There are 

opportunities for us in our main areas, and building the depth and breadth of those 

opportunities is what’s important for us. Health and wellness is huge, for example.” 

Brockie refers to challenges identified by the Productivity Commission. “It’s those kinds of 

things we will challenge and have a conversation with Barbara and the team about. It’s 

important that council is kept informed as to what those opportunities could mean.” 

That applies to threats, as well. An example is the government’s recent clampdown on 

immigration gaps offered through some sub-degree tertiary programmes.  

Brockie: “The change in immigration policy affected us badly, very badly, as it has every 

other institute of technology and polytech. We’re more fortunate than others in that we have 

a relatively low base demographic in the international area (about 130 international 

enrolments in 2016).” George: “We need to rethink it.” 

Witt is required to report progress to NZQA regularly. So far, so good, says George: “We 

have an improvement plan, and we have submitted two reports against that, and had a variety 

of meetings.  

“We have received our first quarterly feedback from NZQA that they are satisfied the 

improvement action plan has been met in a timely fashion, and that we have been able to 

provide them with significant amounts of additional information to help give them context 

and round out the improvement plan. 

“The thing for us is we want the very best institute that we can have. We can baulk at what 

the government tells us, or we can listen. And our parochial pride in Taranaki, our can-do 

spirit, is ‘you’re not going to beat us. Whatever you want from us, we will do better’.”  

Brockie: “An autonomous and independent polytech in this region is what we want. It’s 

about being the very best polytech we can be as a service organisation. If we can’t be that, 

then other models are going to be considered. But our focus, our determination, our drive is 

that we’re very clear on retaining our autonomy.” 

 

he fourth strategy in Witt’s new plan is to be “sustainable”. It’s an overused word, but 

its meaning here is clear: Witt has to stay in business. With several accountants and 

many managers on its council, there will be no shortage of bottom-line scrutiny  

The short-term financial prospects look favourable. According to the strategic plan, reserves 

remain healthy; the 2016 annual report says $12 million-plus in annual TEC funding is likely 

to come through again next year; and it notes that deficits incurred over the last three years 

by the institute’s parent body relate to the failed programme.  

T 
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But as the Productivity Commission 

endlessly reminds us, the tertiary 

sector is a numbers game of a 

different kind - bums on seats.  

A key indicator is total “equivalent 

fulltime students” (EFTS), a 

measure that has fluctuated over the 

past 12 years between about 1500 

and 2000, and currently hovers 

roughly in the middle.  

While the trend (as shown by this 

graph) looks steady, the Witt ETFS 

total is small compared to the 

national average (about 3500), and 

is in effect exceeded by some secondary schools.  

To complicate matters (well beyond the scope of this story), EFTS income varies widely 

according to complex funding formulae, factors like pass rates and qualification attainment, 

and international enrolments. It’s as good a crude measure as any, however. 

After the turn of the century, Witt aimed to get the number up to 3000. Whether that’s still 

realistic remains doubtful, so the challenge for management and council will be to take a 

steer from the Productivity Commission and think outside the square. 

The constrictions of today arose from an early millennium time when polytechs reached too 

far – with such fanciful courses as twilight golf and hip hop – so a question remains over 

whether central political will can bend enough for Witt to be as nimble as everyone wants. 


